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A single-stage compressor was assembled to be identical with the 

first stage of a multi-stage compressor. The fluctuations in axial 

velocity and the alternating stresses in the blades mere measured and are 

compared with those which existed in the multi-stage compressor at identi- 

cal speeds and non-dimensional flows. 

No similarity IELS observed in the number, size or speed of rotation 

of the stall cells and it is concluded that measurements of alternating 

stress in a single-stage compressor are not necessarily a guide to those 

in the same stage when forming part of the multi-stage compressor. 

Using a simplified cand approximate method, the alternating blade 

stresses have been calculated from the observed fluctuations in velocity 

and a reasonable agreement between measured and calculated values obtained, 
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fierodynamic excitation of blading in an axial compressor may be 
produced by buffeting1 or rotating stall cells*,3,& and is usually con- 
fined to off-design speeds. 

An earlier investigation into the flolr fluctuations and rotor blade 
stresses in the first stage of a multi-stage compressor has been made. 
This present investigation was undertaken to e-r- ,,mine the stall cell region 
in the first stage of that compressor when operating in a single-stage 
rig. The scope of the investigation was widened to include the determi- 
nation of the variation of stall cell magnitude before and after the rotor 
row and the measurement of the alternating stresses in the inlet guide 
vanes and stator blades. 

2.1 Plan-t ._J._ =- 

The single-stage compressor rig is illustrated in Figure I. The 
drive is taken through a step-up gear-box from a variable speed induction 
motor having a rated horse power of 1450 at 14.85 rev/min. A liquid 
regulator is used for variation of speed; water cooling of this regulator 
allows the speed of the compressor to be controlled to 520 rev/min. The 
arrangement of the working section is shown in Figure 2, the blades used 
being identical with those of the first stage of the compressor used in 
the previous test. Nechanical details of the blading are given in 
Table II. 

Recordings were made of the mass flolv, temperature rise and pres- 
sure ratios, the characteristics as measured are plotted in Figure 4; 
this figure also sho\.is the range of V&J covered in the multi-stage com- 
pressor tests. 

2.2 ,Instrumentation s * * -*- Iee~e _ ̂  .---.- 

Alternating stress a a -a x _L s. i . s _- j---. - 

l!iro strain gauges were attached to si: inlet guide vanes, four 
rotor blades and six stator blades. The gauges v7ere attached to the 
blades at the centre of the convex surface just above the root fillet. 
The four gauged rotor blades were on adjacent blades in Fairs et 160' 
spacing around the wheel and were connected through slip rings to the 
gauge supply and selection panels. The gauged inlet gui.Ge and stator 
blades were also at equi-angular spacing and those stationary blades on 
which stress levels were recorded are indicated in Figure 2. The alter- 
nating stress level in the blades v~as displayed continuously through- 
out the tests for visual reference. 

Flow fluctuations_ c __iUir-l_*- - 

The perturbations of axial velocity rjere measured by six hot wire 
anemometers in tne positions she-zn in Figure 2, and the calculations per- 
formed by the method described in Appendix II. A section of the anemo- 
meter head and the su;lply and balancing netirork are shown in Figure 3. 
These anemometers were identical with those previously employed except 
for an improved radial traversing gear. 
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2 -3 Recording and amplifying equipment I_- -- 

The recording equipment consisted of a six-channel oscillograph 
with a ‘70 mn camera, the film speed used was approximately 20 in/set. 
The recording time was controlled by a simple condenser-resistance net- 
work to give an exposure of’ about I second excluding the time required 
for the film to reach a constant speed. (The output from a c-rystal con- 
trolled oscillator was 
time marks. ) 

frequency divided by a Decatron to provide 500 C/se0 

Engine speed was obtained from a standard tacho-generator 
driven off an auxiliary shaft on the main gear-box; the output from the 
generator was passed through a shaping circuit to give well defined pulses 
and improve the accuracy of measurement. The time marking and revolution 
Counting signals were applied to the opposite plates of the same cathode 
ray tube; signal senses were so arranged as to deflect the beam in CppO- 
site directions. 

The strain gauges were wired to switch panels, arranged that a~ 
three gauges could be connected through amplifiers to the recorder. The 
gauges were energised from batteries of mercury cells to ensure uniformity 
of applied voltages over long periods of running. 

Pour arnplif/ing channels were available for use with the hot wire 
aneInometers. The frequency response of the amplifiers was adjusted to 
compensate for the finite time constant of the anemometers up to approxi- 
mately 2000 c/see. The response to velocity changes of frequencies below 
about 35 C/XC was affected by coupling impedances, and values of velocity 
changes quoted at frequencies less than tnis have been corrected for this 
effect. 

3.0 Programme 

It was considered that any periodic flow fluctuations in a blade 
row could be sufficiently defined with three anemometers, two at a known 

angle and the same radius to determine the speed of rotation and the magni- 
tude at that radius, and a third at a different radius to fix the change 
in magnitude with radius. As the number of channels was limited it was 
necessary to make a minimum of four exposures at each condition of the 
compressor. These exposures being as follows:- 

(1) I.G.V. anemometers + I.G.V. strain gauges 

(2) I. G.V. anemometers + rotor blade strain gauges 

(3) Stator anemometers + rotor blade strain gauges 

( l+> Stator anemaneters f stator blade strain gauges 

In this way it was possible to photograph the stress in two blades 
of each row simultaneously with the output from the anemometers either in 
the row or, in the case of the rotor blades, both before and after the 
blade row. In addition, recordings were taken to determine the relation 
between the flow fluctuations before ,uld after the rotor row. The sixth 
channel was used for recording engine speed and time marks. 

It was planned to survey, over a wide range of V&J, those speeds 
at which stall cells haii been found in the multi-stage compressor. 
Accordingly records were made on constant speed characteristics over the 
full range of the throttle. These characteristics were taken at speed 
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intervals of 500 rev/min from 4000 rev/min to 5500 rev/min. The investi- 
gation was terminated by the failure of a rotor blade at 5500 rev/min 
after recordings at this speed had been completed. 

4.0 Results 

Characteristics were taken at 500 rev/min intervals from 4000 to 
5500 rev/min, recordings being made at six values of V&J on each charac- 
teristic; these points are shown in Figure 4. 

The measured values of alternating stresses in the fundamental 
flexural mode are plotted for all rows on Figures 5 to 9. As stated in 
Section 3.0 more than one recording was made of the alternating stress in 
a particular row at each point. If different values of the stress in a 
particular blade were obtained, these have been shown in the graphs. The 
alternating stresses in modes other than the fundamental are shown in 
Table III if greater than 0.5 tons/sq.in. Values of the perturbation 
level, stall cell numbers and rotational speeds are given in Table IV. 

The alternating stresses in the inlet guide vanes were low through- 
out (Figure 5) and little attention is given to this row in the text. 
Detailed descriptions of the alternating stress and flow disturbances for 
each characteristic are given below. 

4.1 4000 rev/min 

The alternating blade stress and the perturbations in axial velo- 
city were small and sporadic between V,/J = 0.55 and 0.51 i.e. at flows 
greater than that of peak pressure rise. At Va/U = 0.51 there was an 
increase in the perturbation level towards the inner diameter. Trace d 
of record A3'17 (shown in Figure II) is the output from an anemometer 
located at 0.25 rotor blade height, indicating a perturbation level of 
t2 per cent of mean Va. The fluctuation is fairly regular and has a 
major component at shaft rotational speed. 

At V&J = 0,465 there was a single stall cell rotating at approxi- 
mately 29 per cent of rotational speed, the velocity change at 0.8 rotor 
blade height was about 50 per cent (peak to peak) of mean Va. The cell 
is shown in the extract from record Ak/?y (Figure 11) to have been entirely 
confined to the outer annulus as no trace of the disturbance is visible at 
mean diameter. The rotor blade stress increased at this point as shown 
in Figure 6; the influence of the stall cell on the alternating stress 
pattern can be seen in the extract. 

After some ten minutes operation at this condition there was a 
sudden change in the stall cell formation to that illustrated by record 
A4/22 (Figure 11) without any noticeable change in the steady state con- 
ditions. The second state is that of two unequal cells rotating at 
about 35 per cent rotor speed with a magnitude of 26 per cent (peak to 
peak) of mean Va at 0.8 rotor blade height and of 9 per cent (peak to 
peak) at mean diameter. The increase in excitation frequency caused 
an increase in rotor blade alternating stress, marked by the heavy 
modulation shown in the record A4/22. 110 significant increase in either 
stator blade or inlet guide vane alternating stress was observed. 

As the value of Va/‘U was decreased by further throttling to 0.295 
the stall cell formation reverted to a single cell rotating at 28 per 
cent rotor speed, the magnitude at 0.8 rotor blade being approximately 
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30 per cent as fcr the single cell state at VC&J = 0.465 but with con- 
siderably greater circumferential width and greater radial pen&ration 
(IO pr cent at mean diameter), An extract frm one of the records taken 
at this speed is in Figure 17. T& rotor blade stress levels Were similar 
t uO those for VaJrj = O.&j but the stator blades showed an increase in ,al- 
ternating stress due to the ris., Q in the mean diameter perturbation level. 

The throttle was gradually closed until Va/l: fell to 0.18, and the 
throttlL?g vs-as accompanied by a gradual change from regular stall cells 
to random fluctuations. The fluctuations were larger at mean diameter 
than at 0.8 rotor blade height and there ‘;RTas a signif'icant difference 
between perturbation level in the stator ana in the inlet guide %OWS. 
The high perturbation level (17 per cent) at mean diameter in the statcr 
TOW aCc:OUlts for the further rise in the alternating, stress in this row. 

4. 2 &500 rev/min 

The stress levels cand flow fluctuations follometi the pa%tem en- 
countered on the &IO0 rev/min characteristic. For values of Va/tI jmeEUn) 
of 0.49 and above, the perturbation levels were siTid ~1~5 per Cent at all 
diameters anti the alte~natirlg stresses were also I.ow. Iiecord B3/52 Gn 
I"igure 12 is ty@.cal of records in 'ikLiS region. 

At 'iia/b = O.L,5 -CXO stall cells rotating at br3tween 34 and 36 per 
cent rotor speec. were ?resmt, the velocity change within ihe cell at 
0.8 rotor bl.aGe height amounting to & per cent and 21 per cent of' mean 
Va in the inlet guide and stator blade passages respectively. &tracts 
fl-om records IL!+/60 and W.+/63 are shoed in Figure '12 to illustrate the stall 
cell form at this condition. LecorG It!+/60 is of the output from the three 
anemometers in the inlet g&de vane row and of the alternating stresses in 
two of the inlet guides. Record I~!+/63 is of the output cf the three sta- 
tor row anemometers and of the alternating stresses in two of the stator 
blades. A comptirison of the two records shoWs th:~t the velocity changes 
in the inlet guide how were almost sinusoidal compared ~5th the maSked saw 
tooth wave form in the stator row. It is dso evident from the traces 0~1 
s4,‘63 that there was no r2dial similarity in thi: vil;locity change at this 
point since the mean (diameter trace shows a reversal of slope to the traces 
taken at 0.8 rotor blade heilght. 'The kxtracts indicate; that the stator 
blades and the inl& guide vanes vfere vibrating in resonance with tht: 
second ana third ha.rmoilfcs rzspectively of' the stall cells, but tk stresses 
were small since the cells were located at the roots of these blades. In 
record 13+/60 the inlet guide vanes show a constant Level of fairly high 
frequency stress. This frequency is that of rotor blade passage and coin- 
cidcs at this speed wit3 ;hat of the fourth flexural mode of vibratiodl. 
The stress level at the blade root in this mode WBS about '3.5 tons/sq.in. 
at VC&i = O.b.!+ and decreased slightly with decreasing values of V&J. i. 
record of the alternating stress patter71 in the rotor blades is included 
in Figure 13 to show the very short bursts of vibration occurring in these 
blades at this point. 

4-s the throttle was closed tG ~,,/cr = 1).2-l the t&O Cell State gave 
way to a single cell rotating at a speed of' between 27 and 29 per Cent Of 
rotor speed. The magnitude of the velocity change at 0.8 rotor blade 
height vfas approximately 4.8 per cent both before and after the rotor rovr, 
but there was a greater radial penetration in the stator than in the inlet 
guides, the mean kiometer figures being 0 and 13 per cent respectively. 
The wave form of the velocity change at this cond%tion was ragged parti- 
cularly in the stator row; this point is brought Gut by record n!/b8 
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(Figure 13) which shows the velocity change recorded by anemmeters at the 
sme radius in both inlet guide and stator rows and in approximate axial 
alignment. Included in record 135/68 arc the alternating stress patterns 
Of single blades in each of the three roa. The influence of the stall 
cell is easily seen in the stress wave fan;! of the inlet guide and to a 
lesser extent in the wave forms of the stator and rotor blades. The 
level of sltarnating stress in stator and rotor roars was approximately 
the same and was unchanged from that at V&J = 0.45 (Figures 6 and 8). 
The fall in excitation frequency being compensated by the increase in 
magnitude of the perturbations in axial velocity, 

Random pulsations in axial velocity were: agaii3 encountered at 
vQ4J = 0.18; again the fluctuation level was greater at mean diameter 
than towards the outer diameter and greater in the stator thou in the in- 
let guide row. The fall in rotor blade vibratory stress at this point 
was due to the fall in perturbation level towards the rotor tip; the fall 
in rotor blade stress w-as accompanied by a rise in that of +,he stators 
o%ing to the increase in perturbation level at mean dismLter. Figure 13 
contains an extract from record E&/74 showing an anemometer in each sta- 
tionary row and the alternating stress in each of the three rows. 

40 3 5000 rev min 

Stall cells were encountered at the same throttle setting as on the 
previous characteristics, i.t. a little beyond the point of peak prossure 
rise. Recordings made at V&J = O.l&.+ showed the presence of two cells 
rotating at 35 per cent of rotational spacd. The velocity change: within 
the co11 aaounted to 11 per cant in the inlet guide row and to 26 per cent 
in the stator row at 0.8 rotor blade hzight. At tiiis condition the cdi~ 

were of variable width as can be seen in the extract from record CL+/YY 
(Figure 14). This record contai:ls the traces from the inlet guide anemo- 
meters and the alternating stre ss~=s in two of the rotor blades; the alter- 
nating stresses in the two rotor blades are shown to have risen cand falltin 
simultarleously. Tivo cells rotating at 35 per cent rotor speed give a 
forcing frequency 011 the rotor blades of 106.5 c/'s,c with a second harmonic 
cf 217 c/set which is close to thl;: natural frzqudncy of the rotor blades 
at this speed. The frequency of vibration of the rotor blades (record 
C&f'YY) was approx5mately 222 c/sea and, co~sibering the accuracy of the 
calculation of cell rotational speed, it is reasonable to assume that the 
rotor blacies were being forced by the second harmonic of the stall cell 
formation. Bigure 7 shows the increase of alternating stress in the 
rotor blades at this point. 

The rotational speed of the stall cells fell to 31.2 per cent of 
rotor speed when V&J was reduced to 0.31, and the velocity change within 
the cell at 0.8 rotor blade height increased to 33 and $3 per cent in the 
inlet guide and stator rows respectively. The fall in rotational speed 
increased the excitation frequency on the rotor blades to 114.5 and 
229 C/WC for the fundmental and second harmonics respectively. The 
latter frcqucncy coincides with the calculated natural frequency at this 
speed (230 c/set) and with the rise in excitation level accounts for the 
peak rotor blade stress shown in 3'iLure 7; the resonance is illustrated 
in Filr,ure 14 by an extract from record Cij/lC;5. The simultaneous record- 
ing of the alternating stresses in single blades cf each row and the 
velocity changes in the inlet guide row (record Clj/lOl+ Figure 14) shows 
that at this point the stator blades and the inlet guide vane were being 
forced by the second and third harmonics respectively. 



The two cell formations continued to exist as the throttle was 

closed, finally breaking down into random f'luctuations as V& approached 
0.18. At this value of Va/U the perturbations were large, averaging 
about 11 per cent of mean axial. velocity, in both stator and guide V~JI~ 

rows. 

4* 4 5500 rev/&n 

The general pattern of events on this characteristic was identical 
with that found on the previous characteristic. Small perturbations in 
axial velocity with small alternating stresses in the blading were found 
at flows above that for V&i = 0. L5. The two cell formation was esta- 
blished at V.&J = 0.43 and persisted below V&J = 0.29. The rotational 
speeds were 32 and 31 per cent respectively. Random fluctuations were 
again observed at Va,/TJ = 0.18. The perturbation magnitudes given in 
Table IV are slightly smaller than for comparable conditions at 5000 rev/min. 

In the stall cell region the excitation frequencies at this speed 
were above the natural rotor blade frequency and a reduced alternating 
stress was observed. The frequency of vibration of the rotor blades was 
that of the second harmonic of the stall cell frequency. 

Three extracts from the records taken at 5500 rev/min form Figure 5. 
The extract from record D&/l,!+5 taken at V&J = 0.43 shows the alternating 
stress in a blade in each row and the velocity changes recorded by anemo- 
meters numbers 1 and 4 (Figure 2). Records P5/154 and D6/161 are of the 
same blades and anemometers at Va/U = 0.29 and V&J = 0.18 respectively. 
The anemometer traces show the increase in annular width of the cell at 
V&J = 0.29 and the random perturbations at Va/J = 0.18. The relatively 
gure fundamental flexural vibration of the rotor blade (upper trace) at 
V&J = 0.43 is replaced by vibration in the second flexural mode at 
V&J = 0.18. The alternating stress in the inlet guide vane was very 
small and is shown in the extracts to have been complex. 

An enlargement of record D5/150 is on Figure 16; this extract has 
the traces from the four anemometers at 0.8 rotor blade height i.e. numbers 
1, 3,4and6. Anemometers numbers 1 an& 4 subtend an angle of 5' at the 
axis and numbers 3 and 6 an angle of 15O. The measured delay at anemo- 
meter I relative to anemometer 4 and at anemometer 6 relative to anemometer 
3 are in proportion to the above angles and the rotational speed of the 
cells indicating that there was little displacement between velocity peaks 
in the inlet guide and stator row. 

5.0 Harmonic analysis of stall cell wave forms 

To calculate the blade stress due to changes in air velocity it is 
necessary to know the frequency distribution of the velocity changes and 
it was intended, after the first survey of the stall cell region, to make 
harmonic analyses of the anemometer and strain gauge signals. This was 
prevented by a rotor blade fajlure and recourse was made to a planimetric 
method using enlargements of the oscillograph records. 

The electrical hmnonic analyser provides average values of the 
components 0 P a particular wave form over a large number of cycles; this 
property is an advantage v;here the wave form is variable. The planimetric 
methods are used for the analysis of single cycles and are impracticable 
for obtaining average values. For this reason the values of the harmonic 
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components given in Table V may be unreliable for conditions at which the 
wave shape was erratic,for example that of the velocity changes in the 
single stall cell state at V&J = 0.28 on the 4000 and 4500 rev/min charac- 
teristics. 

7’3 -I o method used was that of 
'Lucker5. 

ixmiels as developed by Crease pand 
For a wave fan,. in which the amplitude of a harmonic diminishes 

rapidly with order, the method requires only two area measurements to 
determine the amplitude of a particular hamonic. 

In saile cases fair agreement between recorded an;1 "built up" wave 
forms was obtained after estimation of the first three harmonics. In 
other cases considerable discrepancy remained after the first five har- 
monics had been measured; the accuracy of the reproduction of the recorded 
wave shape did not justify estimation of further harmonics. Typical ex- 
amples of enlarged recorued wave foms and "built up" wave forms 3se shove 
in Figure Ii). 

When the stall cell formation consisted of unequal cells or cells 
at unequal spacing such as at V&T = 0.45 at &OOi, and 4500 rev/min, frac- 
tional orders were -present. A simplified summary of the harmonic content 
of the stall cell formations is given below (non integral orders neglected). 

i--- 
.- .) 

i 
HaMnonic order 1 1 i 2 i 3 ' 4 I 

t 
. . . . . . ,... . . ;,. . . . . . . .._... .,..,.~. . . . . . . . . , .,... .., . . . . . . . . . . . ..,....... .,...*.. . . . . . . 

i 
Amplitude range : 5o-yc$o . 15-5qQ 5-4oJ/o i 5-3333 1 

- . .: 

6.0 Ccmparison of experimental and ualculatod alternating -" 
stresses ti tht: rotor and stator blades 

6.1 Method of calculation 

In Appendix 1II it is suggested that a simple relation exists 
between the alternating blade stress and the fluctuations in fluid vbl- 
ocity. k& approximate equation, givsn below, is dvrived and shown to 
apply to the first-stage rotor blades of a multi-stagr: compressor. 

in which Ls = blade stress (mean gas bending) 

Aq = fluctuation in blade stress 

‘j = mean axial velocity 

AV = perturbation in axial velocity 

Q’ = dynamic amplification factor 

W.F. = perturbation distribution factor 
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p t;f 
d( tan .L - tan ‘Lg ) 

d; tan x1 ) 

U = rotational speed (mean diameter} 

Ep = sriecific heat (constant pressure) 

AT = st,age temperature rise 

The perturbations in axial velocity cover a wide frequency range and 
produce o-n the blades forces of a similar spectnun. The alternating 
stress produced by a force of a particular frequency depends on the dif- 
ference between that frequency and that of the moire of vibration being 
considered, and on the logarithmic decrement in tkiat mode. It is more 

convenient to use the dynamic amplifcation factor $ = 7L as it allows 
6 

log dec 
the use of the universal rcsponsc curve associated with resonance in 
electrical circuits. From such a curve, the dynamic amplifier &' for a 
component of frequency f can be read. 

As stated in .',ppendix III,a :J of IO was found experimentally for a 
blade of the s,ame size, materin and characteristics as the rotor blades 
used in this compressor, and a Q of 16 for the same blade in aluminium 
bronze. These 2 factors have been used f'cr the rotor aJld stator blades 
in the calc;iLations. 

The velocity change in the stall cell mqy vary along the blade 
length; in this case the fluctuations were grcatent at the rotor tips and 
were small at mean diameter. The derivation of the blade stress assumes 
a uniform axial velocity along the blade and the perturbation distribution 
factor was introduced to convert the observed distribution into a uniform 
distribution with the same binding moment at the root. 

For the rotor blades a parabolic distribution was assumed. Such 
a distribution having ,an ob,-, q"rved niagnitudc h at 0.8 rotcr blade height 
has approximately the sam,: bonding moment as a uniform load of 0.83 h. 

The si,ator blades are not sensitive to the velocity changes at the 
outer diameter but are sensitive to changes at mean diameter. k tri- 
angular distribution was used, defined by taking the average velocity 
change at mean diameter to be one-third that at 0.8 rotor blade height. 
:'J;th this assumption, .a_ the equivalent uniform l>ad is one of approximately 
0.22 h. 

The remaining factor P was taken as 2 throughout, i.e. the vector 
mean angle was unchanged. 

The a.lternating stresses in the rotor and stator blades were cal- 
culated as above using those hnrmonics of the stall cells with frequencies 
close to the natural frequency cf the blades. The higher assumed kJ of 
the stator blades reduced the number of harmonics to be considered in the 
calculation of the stresses in these blades. The r,alculations have not 
been extended to the region of random flow (ii,& Q 0.25 and V,/v r 0.48) 
because of the difficulty and inaccuracy of "manual" analysis of random 
wave forms. 
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The range of the maximum observed alternating stress in the blad- 
irlg and, for comparison, the calculated stress due to the components of 
the stall cells are shown in Table VI. The total calculated stress de- 
pends on the relative phases of the components but where the stall cell 
outline is irregular it is reasonable to assume that at some tk.e the 
corn onents will be additive. At the resonance point (5000 rev/min 
v = J 0.3) the stall cells were regular and an esti_n;ate of the phase 
difference of the first and second harmonics has been mad<;; the figure 
given in the total column for this point is phase corrected. 

6.2 Comparison of observed and calculated -- 
stress values 

The measured alternating stress figures listed in Table VI are the 
maximum values found during a one second exposure, whereas the calculated 
values are those obtained using the harmonic content figures extracted 
frcm a particular stall cell cycle. For this reason the accuracy obtained 
should vary with the stability of the cells. The agreement of the mea- 
sured end calculated values of rotor blade alternating stress is however 
good except at the point V&J = 0.46 on the 4WO rev/min characteristic 
where the stall cell formation consisted of two unequal cells. At this 
point the calculated maximum stress is only 70 per cent of the observed 
maximum stress. 

The agreement of calculated and observed stator blade stress is 
reasonable except at points of V&J = 0.46 and 0.29 on the 4OOO rev/min 
characteristic where the calculated values are much iower than those mea- 
sured. 

The locations of the anemometers were at mean d&peter and towards 
rotor blade tip and no radial traverses were undertaken in these condi- 
tions. Hence there may have been unobserved fluctuations at the inner 
diameter which would account for the increased stator blade stress. 

7.0 Comparison of the results of the sir&e and 
multi-stage tests 

One of the main objects OY this test was to compare the stall cell 
region in a single-stage compressor with that existing in the same stage 
when forming the first stage of a multi-stage compressor. 'The flow in 
the stall cell region in the single stage has been describe6 in Section 4.0 
and is sur,nnarized below:- 

(i) At flows above that of peak pressure rise (V&J = 0.48) 
the perturbations were mall (c~ 1 per cent of mean Va) 
and irregular. 

(ii) Between Va/U = 0.46 and 0.25 stall cells were present 
rotating at between 28 and 35 per cent of rotor speed. 

(iii} Below Va/U = 0.25 large random fluctuations. 

b/J 
At 5000 and 5500 rev/kin two cells were present over the range 

= 0.46 to 0.25 and at 4000 and 4500 rev/min two cells at Va/U = 0.46 
merging to a single cell at about VC&U = 3.3. The cells were confined 
to the outer annulus with little radial penetration beyond mean diameter, 
at 0.8 rotor blade height the average velocity change in the stator row 
mai3 +I7 per cent of mean Va, 



In the multi-st2ge tests, characteristics were taken at 4000, 4500 
e3nd 5700 rev/min. At 4000 rev/&n stall cells were encountered within 
the range Va/U = 0.35 to V&i' = 9.26, 
values of v,/t? $ 0,25. 

random perturbations occurring at 
At 4500 rev/&n, stall cells were present at all 

attainable values of V&J greater than the surge value, and at 5700 rev/min 
stall cells when V&J was decreased below V&J = 0.s. In the above 
region the only formation observed was that of three cells rotating at 
between 45 per cent and 50 per cent of rotor speed. Measured at the 
same radius as on the single-stage rig, the velocity changes averaged 
+30 per cent of mean Va. In Figure 17 and 18 are shown records taken on 
the single-stage and on the multi- stage compressor at approximately the 
same rotational speeds and values of V&J. These records have been ad- 
justed to have the salve time scales, 

A comparison of the above shows that little similarity exists in 
the flow patterns in the i~o cases, and that even where stllll cells are 
Common to both, the nu&~r, size and rotational speed are different. This 
implies that stress levels mtiasurtxl. on a single-stage rig are not necessari- 
ily a guide to those which would occur in the same stage when f'olming part 
of a multi-stage compressor. This is confirmed by the strain gauge re- 
cordings which show a resonance of the rotor blades with the second stall 
cell harmonic at 5000 rov/mjn and Va/U = 0 .f) yielding an alternating stress 

of t5 tons; such a resonance could not occur in the multi-stag* tests 
owing to the higher stall cell frequc;ncy. 

8.0 Discussion 

The tyy;e of stall which occurred on the single-stage compressor is 
known as progress ive stall and is common to most axial compressors with a 
low ratio of' int~rnai to external diameter&. As the flow through such 
a stage is reduced, the blading stalls in patches depending on the local 
incidence. Xith further flow reduction the stalled patches increase in 
circumferential width and radial extent. Many incidences of progressive 
charqes in the number of cells have been reported during l3.i~ process. 
The ChangFsin area of individual cells and changes in number result in a 
fairly uniform increase in stalled flow area and a gradual fall in the 
pressure ratio. 

The behaviour of the single-stage compressor followed the general 
pattern above. The change in cell area with flow reduction can be clearly 

seen on Figure 15. 321-e increase in area of the stalled flow and the in- 
crease in associated velocity change which took place in the stator row 
were accompanied by increased penetration upstream into the inlet guide 
vanes. 

The single and multi-stage tests do not provide any positive infor- 
mation on the factors controlling the number of stall cells present at 
a?y particular condition. The single-stage tests shov that over a wide 
range of V&J the number of cells can remain constant and that at a parti- 
cular value of V&J the numbor of cells may be different for differing 
vdues of' U. Similarly, a comparison of the single and multi-stage tests 

shows that, at identical speeds and flows, the number and speed of rota- 
tion of the cells are not the same. Those results demonstrate that the 
mean flow coefficiant of n stage does not control the numi-her of cells. 
As it is the number and rotational speed of thi: stall cells which control 
the frquency of exciting forces on tht: blades, the alternating stresses 
measurea EL the siqle and multi-stage tests arc not comparable. 
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The forces on the blades due to the presence of stall cells of ir- 
regular and variable outline is equivalent to a single frequency force at 
the mean stall cell frequency plus a general buffeting type of excitation 
at the blade natural frequency. Xhere the stall cells are uniform the 
transient vibration will be damped out and will not be observed. It is 
therefore possible to have beats between the natural and forced vibrations 
of the blades, the difference of the frequencies being the beat frequencyy. 
This phenomenon is visible on record A4/22 (Figure IA), the natural fre- 
quency of the rotor blades at this speed was 217 c/set and that of the 
two-and-a-half harmonic of the stall cells 233 c/see. The difference 
frequency of 14 c/set is equivalent to a beat length of approximately 
I5 cycles of the rotor blade vibration,. 

The successful application of the simple flow-stress relation over 
a wider flow range and for a different forcing spectrum to that found in 
the multi-stage tests is of considerable interest. If this relation is 
valid, then the effect of small changes in blade stiffness on the alter- 
nating stress on the blades can be determined. If recordings of the 
velocity fluctuations and alternating blade stresses in a particular com- 
pressor were made, then the alternating stresses in blades of stiffnesses 
differing from those of the blades employed may be calculated or deduced 
from electrically simulated blades. The range over which such a method 
can be used is limited. The change in blade shape required to effect 
the stiffness chang e must not materially affect the stall cell character- 
istics and the stiffness changes must not give rise to other forms of 
vibration. 

9.0 Conclusions 

The main conclusions to be drawn from these tests are:- 

(1) The nabers of stall cells present in a stage are not 
governed by the mean flow coefficient. 

(2) The alternating stresses in blades of a single-stage 
compressor are not necessarily a &.de to those 
existing in the same stage when forming part of a 
multi-stage compressor. 

( 3) The relation between alternating stresses and 
changes in axial velocity in the stall cell region 
preposed in Appendix DIhas been shown to apply to 
the rotor and stator blades of this compressor. 

The author is indebted to Messrs. Metropolitan-Vickers Limited 
for placing at his disposal the Zephyr rig test facility, also to 
Dr. K. W. Todd and staff of the Gas Turbine Department and Mr. Roberts 
and staff of the Research Department of Nessrs. Metropolitan-Vickers 
Limited for their help in these experiments and for supplying some of 
the data. The author is also grateful for the help and advice given 
by Mr. T. J. Hargest of N.G.T.E. both in carrying out the experiments 
and in the analysis of the results. 
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Test results 

Test ; Speed . 
iia/tJ mean 

Pressure , Pressure : Ttjmp. 
rev/min : ; ratio pitot : ratio static : rise OC , 

A 
A 
A 
fi 
A 

i A 

:. . . . 

0.554 
0.528 
0.334 
0.463 
0 292 . 
0.180 

. . . . . 

0.549 
0.518 

0.493 
0.447 
0.2b3 
0.179 

.  .  .  . I  

0.528 
0.509 
0.488 
o.w;o 
0.302 
0.181 

1.053 
1.056 
1.057 
I.056 
1.041 
I.042 
. ..-.. 

1.064 
I.065 
1.066 
1.067 
1.049 
1.056 

0.5j6’ 
0.502 
0.480 
0. b-32 
0.293 
0.184 

.  .  .  

.  I  

1.085 
1.087 
I.050 
1.084 
1.074 
1.089 
. . 

1.107 
1.112 
1.1-14 
1.109 
1.08j 
1.081 

. . . . . . 

1.053 
I * 056 
I.058 
f.051 
1.036 
I.046 
.‘ 

1.067 
1.071 
1 * o-75 

1.073 
laOi; 
1.059 

. 

I.081 . 
1.085 
1.091 
1.076 
1.06G 
1.069 
~ I 

1.102 
-I.lCI8 
l.lO& 
I.091 
1.071 
1.080 

i. . . . . . . . . .,... i , 
5.6 

2:; 
745 

i 12.6 : 
i 10.5 . , . . , . . . . I / 

7.0 ! 
7.0 
6.9 
8.5 

: 16.3 
. 11.8 

.: . . . 

;:: 
8.5 
8.8 

: 17.2 
I 

: 16.1 

. 

I 

817 

. . . 
‘I 

: I-I.4 
21.0 I 

; 40.1 [ 



. . . 

Iliaterial 
A spa& ratio 
? iKib e % 

Prcquencies 
Fund. flexural 
S~COrld flzxural 
Third flcxusal 
Pourth fl,xxr& 
Fifth flaxural 
Sixth flexura 

I?~Iu~. torsional 
Second torsional 
Third torsional 
Fourth torsional 

I  __-. - -  -__-. - -  

The t-ff,wct of c~>ntrifugal stiffening on the frqu;ncy of thL 
fundame:nKL flexural mode. is given by:- 



rix&E III _I_- 

J3laLe strsses in the higher frcqwncy modes of vibration 

--- -.--_ - .----- - ___-_ . . _~_ _ 

Speed 
Test : 1 Y,/iJ mean 

. revlmin i 
/ . I . . . 

% ; 4000 0.292 
d, : ” 0.180 

r-'4 ; 4500 : 0.447 10.7 ” 11 750 I’ 
B ii : 

n . 0.283 "1.0 n 11 I, It 
B6 . 2’ 0.179 20.7 n n II ” 

C4 ; 5000 i O.&o 

CEj : n : 0.302 
C6 ; " : 0.181 

D4 : 5500 . 0.432 
1 D, : ” i 0.293 
i DG ; ” 0.184 

R&%- blades Stator blades 

to.5 t0nslsq.M. 730 clsec xl.9 tons/sG.in. 530 cfsec 
LO.3 n 1’ II II “,0-O n n II II 

to.5 ‘( II 760 ‘I 
“0.5 ” ” ,I ’ II 
2 1 .?5 ” ” n n 

-t - 

tc.8 ” ” 785 I’ 
21.25 n n I !  II 

to.9 ” 1, 535 ” 
-I: , ,5 I, 11 II II 
+ 0.8 ” 0 ,I 11 -. 

21.2 fl n 540 n 

22.4 ” n 11 II 

-51.5 Ii II I, ” 

21.6 " I: 542 " 

dt 4503 rev/min the inlet guide vanes showed an aLternating stress of approximately 

20.5 tons at all points on th? characteristic. The frer,ucncy of vibration was 

approximately 2800 cisac. 
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TABL;;: IV 

Magnitude and rotational speed of the 
fluctuations in axial velocity 

____- --- --_-._.- 

Average perturbation level (i; Va mean: 

xv/min 
T&J 

. . . . . 
.x0. of .Hotational 

m&n cells :. speed i Inlet guide row ' Stator ro-ry 
. . . . . . . 

. r,~~~ h:Mean dia, 0.8 
rotor h 

Xaan dia. 

- . 

I ; 
2. 

' i 

- 

2 : 
1 

- . 
- . 

2 ; 
2 

2 . 
2 

4500 
II 

II 

It 

II 

It 

SC00 0.528 
It 0.509 
11 0. L&88 
1) I 0,&O 
tt 0.302 
II 0.181 

0.554 
0.526 

0.504 
0.463 
0.463 
0.292 
0.181 

0.549 
0,518 
0.493 
0.447 
0.2815 
0.179 

5500 
II 

II 

tt 

tt 

It 

0.536 
0.502 
0.450 
0.432 
0.293 
0.184 

: o. 6+ ] 
0.6jL . 
0.6~, ; 

32)* : 1 o,L . 
31,,, i 26?- . 

lye 
0.8jo 

265. 
5op 
1 I;" 

1.2,3 
0.7;c 
1. ($0 
21,o 
5% 
'r I,3 

1 K l / I ”  

1.8,70 

9; 

1” 

1 ; ; :  

l.QO 

l.lj;l 

L=~‘Tb 

I  3,o 

18,u 

1 .  o , ,  

1.2;”  

I  .  o/o 

E- 

910 

o.G;b 

0. 5,L 

z-‘j- 
5 
l?j, 

The perturbation level quoted is the average value of the peak to peak 
velocity change expressed as a percentago of the: mean axial velocity. 
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Harmoni.c, content of’ stE3.u cell wave forms 

4.500 : 0.447 (1 .21;, i 5Cjb j 254 ; 3qb. 230: 
li 0.25: (1 i 

I : I 

1 y$, . ; 48/O : i UP ; 20,/3 : 17/o 

5000 0.302 (1) : . ;2,o ’ : c/ ! 42;/;, 1 ’ 77~ 18 : 
l 5,o 

5.500 . 0.432 (1) : :so+: I 17iu ; 
fr 

" (4) ; :7 67, i 
; ?T,o : 
i 50+ i i l>i; 

; 6/O 
; I-110 ' 

tl 0.293 (I) ; 33T0 ; . 350 . .1'1,3 : 

! 

1t II (4) . : 7&p : 31io 21p .y., . 
/Q . 

---I _ _-__~-__--~._.-.-------- -~-- ___ _.__... -_-- -.-.-- ------- 
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TA&L% VI 

Calculated 2nd ex-priiiental values of alternating stress 

A hotor blades 1 I-- 

---- ---- ----_-_-- _-.- --___ -., 

Speed i : No, of . 
rev/mfn f v,/u i 

Calc. stress(‘) Total talc. 12) 
cells : components * 

_ 
stress* . 

Rai:ge oft3) * 1 
observed stress 

1. . I . . . i 

!  4@00 : 
II 

n 

I 

4500 i 
II 

. . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

0.465 . 1 f 

0.465 ; 2 : 

0.295 : 1 * 

. . . . . . . . . . , . . . ..i. 
C.8(4) 0.5(5) : 
0.45(2! 1.25(2i) 

0.6h(4) @.43(5) ; 

. I  ‘ .  .  

9.3 
9.7 

"1.34 i 

. . . . 
?(?.I5 - 1.25) 
?(2.25 - 2.5) 

C(l.2 - 1.7) 

0.45 2 1 

0.285 1 . 
0.4(l) 0.75(2) 0.4(29 . 
1.4(4) 0.36(5) : 

11.55 
21.76 

k(1.7 - 1.9) 
?(I.5 - 2.51 

212.6 - 3.6) 

1-(4.4 - 5.0) 

I 
) 5000 

I n 

i 

23.19 ; 

24.3 
0.44 
0.305 j 

2 ; 
2 : 

0.85(l) 
0.83(1! 

2.33(2) ; 

3.72(2) : 

1 5500 ; 
n 

0.43 
0.29 

2. 

2 
@.72,(l) 2.0?(2) 

r;.85(1) k.15(2) : 

52.73 L(1.8 - 2.4) 
23.0 %(I.4 - 2.5) 

2. Stator ila&2s m--111- --- 
.I_--______.-- _-_-- - ____-- -- -- 

i----- 

i Speed 

[ revlmin 
. . 

i 4000 
! ti 

' It 

4500 
II 

; 5000 

i " 

i 5500 
II 

/ 
I 
c-- 

Note: 

No. of : Calc. stress(k) Total talc. (‘I 
cells : compownts 

i 

. . .: . . . . . . . . . . 
stress ‘:’ i 

. . . . .?.. . . , .I. .. .-*. ’ I 
1 0.5(5) to.5 
2 : 0.24(2) 0.22(&) . to.46 i 
1 : 0.3(l) 0.38(5) r'.0.65 

2 1.12(2) Al.12 . 

1 : 1.1(T) 21.1 

2 ; 0,32(l) 0.57(2) : 20.89 ; 

2 2.75(2) t2.75 

Range oft3) 1 
observed stress * ’ 

. . . . 
yo.9 - 1.3) I 

-t(l?i9 - 1.3) I 

?(1.4 - 2.9) 1 

k(1.4 - 1.9) 
f(l.O - 2.2) 

! 
2(0.6 - 0.9) 

I 

"(1.8 - 2.5) I 

v,iu 

0.455 
0.465 
0.295 

O.b5 
0.235 

0.44 

0.3'jc5 

T(O.9 - 1.41 1 
?(I.;15 - 2.1) j 

__----. - --__ _I 

0.43 2 : 0.37(l) 0.73(Z) 21.1 
0.29 2 . 0.50(l) 1.12(2) : 51.62 

-. -  .l_-_-.-__-_____--.~__. ___-__.-- -__ 

*All stresses are given in tons/sq.ln. 

(1) Number in brackets follsviing stress f1gu-e is that of the harmonic concerned. 

(2) The figure given fn this column is the arithmetic sum of the separate components 
shown fn previous column except for 5000 rev/min Va/U = 0.305, the f iLure given 
for this condition is phase corrected. 

(3) The observed stress range is that of the alt.eniating stress maxima encountered 
in a tine interval of 1 second. 
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Information on the extracts from the records (Figures 11 to 181 

To illustrate this Report, extracts from the records obtained during 
this series of tests and front the multi-stage tests have been used. The 
infomlation required to identify and understand these recsrds is given 
below. 

Identification of the trace on a particular record is by letter 
starting from the uppermost trace which is trace a. 

Revolution and time marking 

Channel f was used throughout for this purpose. In the single- 
stage recordings the downward deflections of this trace were caused by 
impulses derived from a crystal controlled oscillator at 300 c/see, the 
upward deflections were from a revolution marking device giving a pulse 
every 1.186 revolutions. The revolution marking in the multi-stage re- 
cordings was taken from .a standard tachometer completing 1 cycle every 
four revolutions of the main shaft. 

Velocity perturbations 

The number of the hot wire anemometer corresponding to a particular 
trace is given, from which its angular and axial position can be found by 
reference to Figure 2. The radial position is indicated as a fraction of 
rotor blade height. The average value of the maximum deviation from the 
mean velocity can be read in Table IV. The positions of the anemometers 
in the multi-stage compressor are ,;iven in Reference 5. 

The strain gauges on the stationary blades are numbered in accord- 
ance with Figure 2. Strain gauges on the rotor blades are lettered k, B, 
c and 3. 

4000 rev/niin 
QJ = 0. jO.4. 

Chmel ---v 

b” 
c 
h 
e 

Source -.- 

S.G. 3 

gm!meter 4 (0.8) 
5 (025) 

tt 6 (0.8j 
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2. Record Al/‘1 9 -- 

&OOO rev/min 
v,/u = 0.463 

3. Record Al+/22 

4OiiO rev/min 
v&J = 0.463 

FIGVRX 11 (cont'd) -- 

S. G. C. 
S.G>B. 
Anemometer 1 (0.8) 

tt 
2 ~0.5) 

II 3 (0.8) 

S. G. C. 
S.G.B. 
Axxmometer 4 (0.8) 

I, 5 (0.5) 
II 6 (0.8) 

FIGURE 12 

I. Record G3/52 

4500 rev/mix 
v&J = 0.493 

4500 revimin 
v,/ii = 0.447 

4500 rev/'min 
v&J = 0.44-/ 

FIGUII% 13 

I. @cord B4/62 

I+500 rev&n 
v&J = o.L&7 b” 

C 

d 
e 

S. G. A. 
S.G.B. 
kemometer 1 (0.8) 

tt 2 (0.5) 
tt 3 (0.6) 

S.G.8. 
S.G. 7 
heiiiomet er 1 ( 0.8) 

1, 

S.G. 3 
S.G.2 
Anemo1aeter 4 (0.8) 

tt 

S. G. A, 
S. G. B. 
Anemcxneter 4 (0.8) 

tt 
(1 

. 
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FIGURE 13 (cont'd) 

I% 

L .  jiie~0ra 25/68 

4500 rev/rr,in 
V&J = 0.263 

4500 rev/min 
V,-;/Lr = O.-l79 

1. Cl+/99 Record 

5000 rev~:lin 
V&J = 0.44 

2. Record --_I c5/105 

5000 rev/k.2 
V&/U = 0. ;a2 

3* Recorci c&4 Ol+ --- 

5000 rev/&i 
v,/u = 0.332 

ClX331~ 1 source ---- 

S. G. A. 
S.G.2 
S.G. 8 
hemometer 1 (0.8) 

I, 4 (0.8) 

5. G. A. 
S.G.2 
S.G. 6 
Anemometer 3 (0.8 

fl 6 (0.8 

b" 
c 
a 
e 

FIGURE 15 --A I  

I .  Record D4/145 
-w^ -  - . - . - - -  

1 5)iOO rev/kin 
v&3 = 0.432 

s. G. c. 
S.C.D. 
Anemometer I (0. E) 

:t 2 (0.5) 
II j (0.8) 

S.. G. C. 
2. G,D. 
Anemcmeter I (0.8) 

0 2 (0.5) 
II j (0.8) 

23. G. A. 
S.G.2 
s. G. e 
Anemometer I (0.8) 

II 3 (0.6) 

So G. C. 
s. G. 4- 
S.G.8 
Anemometer 1 (0.8) 

li 4 P-m 



2. Record U5/154 -.1 

5500 rev/min 
V;,,'U = 0.293 

$. &eccord D6/"161 

5500 revjmin 
v&J = 0.161~ 

1. DQ'lijO Record -L 

55'30 rev/kin 
v,m r; 0.293 

FIGUP 15 (cont’dj 

Source --- 

S. G. C. 

S.G.4 
s. G. 8 

hemcmeter 1 (0.8) 
II 4 c 0.8) 

S. Go C. 
S.G. 4 
S.G.8 
Anemcmeter 1 (0, S} 

1, 
4 W.8) 

1. Record 9 from multl- - --- - --.-.--- 
stage tests - 

4909 rev/min 
V&J = 0.285 : 

rotors 

c 1st s-ixge 
d stators 
e 

2. Record - --- 65/28 -.- 

4000 rev/&n 
v&J = 0.292 

S. G. C. 
Anemometer 1 (0.8) 

II 3 (0.8) 
II 4 (0.8) 
I1 6 (0.8) 

S.G.1 
S.G. 2 
iheinometer 1 (0.8) 

II 3 (0.8) 
?I 6 (0.8) 

S.2.k. 
S.G.B. 
Anemometer 4 (0.8) 

1; 5 (0.5) 
II 6 (0.8) 
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. 

I. Record 31 l"rOm mUlti- .__.- .-- --*- --" 
stage tests ------ 

5700 rev/min 
v&s = 3, 31 

2. Record G5/1% __I -_j-.. 

FIGURE: 18 -- 

Chxnnel --_I Source 

it 
S.G. I 

rotors S.G.2 
c 1st stage Aner,;ometer 1 (0.8) 

d stators 
II 

3 (0.8) 
e 

a S. G. C. 
b s. 'G. D. 
c Anemometer 4 (0.8) 
d II :, (0.5) 
e 0 G (0.2) 
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+.--we- 

H 'G3 
- = kk+Bv/-4f 
T- T-7 B 

. . . . . . ...*.(I) 

= F(pv) .e.*................,......... (2) 

where A = c011stai1t 

B = comtant 

&.) = specific heat at CO;lSt&lt prcssurc' 

D= wire cl.ismctcr 

H= rate of heat loss/xire lc,qth 

F(PV) = function of i2nxxxrc and velocity 

k = cocfficicxt of heat conductivity 

P = fluid density 

v = velccit; 

P z ix-essure 

P = coef2icic;lt of viscosity 

T = eq.Clilx5u.m teq~raturc attaiiled by heated 
v~ire i;2 fluid stream 

TE = ec@librium terqeraturc attained by unheated 
wire ii1 fluid stream 

ZQuatii?$ heat loss ii1 a l:rire of leilgth L Ttith the heat 2roduccd 
by electrically heating the wire of resistance R with a current of 
amps we may write:- 

'I' 

I'R = (T - TE)L P(pv) .  .  .  l .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  (3) 

If I& is the resistance of -Xx :-sire at a tmpcratwe TO axd if 
Cio is the temperature coefffcicnt of resistance YE iilay rcylacc the tezqcr- 
aturos T alla TD iI1 S*ation (3) with equilibrium resistance values for:- 
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a - p = JiI Q) & ( i’ - Q ) . . . . . . . . . . . ..*........*.... (4) 

123 
;‘z - 22 L 

= C__-. . , F(p) ,....,.......e........... (5) 
%A 

: 

Ia 
2(p) = 

1% aQ i 
L- -me - < 

': ?L/R~ 
,.,*.*.."....*....... (6) 

L 
t 

2/i$ - 1 1 
, 

CSL de u___ . _I- ,.*.......,..e...*....... (7) 
co -k iit 

F = nea;l VaLue Of G(pV) 

v = fluctuatioil Of velocity 

s = cross so&ion area 

c = specific hcat/ukt voluz~.c 
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I bei.ng assumed constant 

Thus for SiXAll fluctuations the velocit;; ch‘ange is proportional to 
a CeAXLl linear con'uination of the hot rtie voltage and the tix derivative 
of the hot wire voltage. By incoqwrating a suitable coqensation circuit 
the output of the amplifier el maybe such that:- 

e1 = ci e + '& de/&t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*..... (9) 

where e is the hot airc voltage and CZ 2nd cz ET(: 
cq.livalent terms in (8). 

p-O;20i--i;iO;&L t0 'AC 

In this case the ,amnlificr out;>ut is directly 
proportional to the velocit;r change. 

3.0 -*x flo-.i fluctuations -Y I--. 

In the presence of large flow fTwtuatio:ls, so large as to ;narke?ly 
change the cXective instantaneous resistance ratio, t& treatment given in 
Section 2.0 is no loqer valid. Under these conditiolns it is difficult to 
calculate a pressure velocity change buJc if lirlits of accuracy arc maintained 
as rtithin 10 per cent of the mean velocity chaqe then an alJgoxinate method 
becomes availaXe. 

:e have from King's formula a3d Zquation (6) 

where Vt and Vtt, ,:I and X", I1 and I" are the pcrturbcd values 
of velocity, resistaxe and curreilt. 

f(1) is a functio;1 0 f curreat and can include aq end conduction 
factors vMci ma;~ have to be co,wideredqC, 

Since tne nxinteilailcx2 of a COilStallt currenl is s Peek32 of the hot 
wire Xileii?olneter SystC11 UsC& T,JC my p-It f(2) = ;"(L-")* 
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ix (10) VP3 have: - 
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1.0 Introduction --.-- -* 

*The respoAnso of the rotatia g blade to flow fluctuations dOi&? its 
length czu+nlot strictly be c,alculnted u;lless the p&se, I?az-:iluLc and bar- 
monk content of the flow fluctuations are !G.~o:c: CiLo:y, the Sladc lcnbth 
and the dynamic response of the blade is also kzox~. rj!hcsC 202 in ( ctiZL”31 

not known so that some ap-ro:imate method of computalion must bc ado-&d. 
Of necessity one has to divide the test results alto three rail TV&. 
In the first t?T>e the flow is su& that the rotor stage is badly stalled 
and large flow fluctuations are present, in the second t;To the flop flu&- 
uations are comparatively re,@.ar and arise tbrou& rotating stall cells, 
in the third type the rotor stage is o:;erating at or near its design point 
and the flo?: fluctuations are ordered but small and spasmodic. The regions 
of r'lo~ are not clearly marked and there are bnnds of unstable Plorl con- 
ditioiX ii? between the three regions. 

c? = HAT where 1:; is a constant 

If we consider the conditions on mean diarretw we have":- 

Kp AT El ---L=- 
u2 u ( 

‘k3.n Cl -+=d 

and 

U 

vz 
= ta a~ + tan al 

where Kp = specific heat at COilstailt pressure 

AT = stage temperature rise 

u = peripheral speed at mean diameter 

Va = mean axial velocity 

CL0 = air an&k from inlet @de vanes 

CL1 = inlet air an$e to rotor 

0-g = outlet air Clil$C from rotor 
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If we assurx t'hat tke flo:i fluctW.tioilS may 3e regarded as fluctua%ions 
ii1 the mem axial velocity t1xzil by differeixtiation ne may mxi.te:- 

Qq = iiq cos 2ns-t 

d2it di' it 
L .._I-. + R ._I + - E 

di? 
&J COS ilt 

dt C 



V = velocity 

CE, = aerodynamic force coefficient 

a, = air inlet angle 

e = length of the blade 

dA = sir damping = 3 

dR = root damping 

d = d,+dR 

The shqness of the response peaks "($,11 may then be calculated as 
follows:- 

QL = 
2nf . I & . 27Cf 

d = dA + de 

where f = the natural frequency of the blade 

&= the moment of inertia of the blade 

QL = the response 

2.2 Eigh speed operation 

At hi& speed the movement in the root fixing is negligible so we may 
consider the whole dampIng to arise from the air damping and the equation 
of motion becomes:- 

l/i? + dA: + kx = “ F sin nt 
c' -- 
n=o 

where M is the effective mass of the blade. 

<The sharpness of the response peak 1%' may then be calculated as 
follows: - 

The 'Qt factor csn be considered as the stress magnification factor, 
the experimental value of ten found for Q with a blade of smilar mass, 
root and aerodynamic form was used throughout the ce&ulations at medium 
speeds. 
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2.3 Yei~htin66_factor m-w >*- ._-> _is 

The distribution of the flovr fluctuations over the blade length is 
not uniform but increases greatly from mean diameter to rotor tip when the 
rotor stage is partially stalled at speeds greater than one-third design 
speed. A weighting factor must then be introduced to convertthe flow 

fluctuation measured at 0.1 blade length to an equivalent perturbation 
over the whole blade. A factor of 0.83 was chosen as a weighting factor 
at speeds greater than one-third design speeds. Below that speed no 
weighting factor was assumed. 

3.1 Random fluctuations - lox speed e-a. si- LI.s. ._./A_ * . . .*-. * z 7. * , .x *_a , . - 

The treatment outlined in the previous paragraphs assumes that the 
frequency distribution of the disturbances is known. At lot-~ speeds 
(less than one-third design speeds) this is not true, for the fluctuations 
are random and irregular so that a complete harmonic analysis becomes 
impossible. Accordingly the fluctuations were meaned over intervals of 
approximately a half period of blade vibration for four engine revolutions, 
the root mean square deviation was then found. This method of sampling 
includes all frequencies from about zero to that of blade frequency SO 

that the ,zssignment of a response to this broad band is of doubtful 
validity. &ter consideration of this band width an effective value of 
'1-3' of 1.0 was assumed. 

3.2 Random fluctuations - medium c-*w?=- r ,-. .- . > 1 ‘ Per-- ,-x-z. . . e. , .-s spee=d, 

At medium speeds the "random fluctuatioils", when the stall cell 
fluctuations break down, mere analysed using a third octave filter tone 
spectrometer. The distribution of energy in the frequency bands near 
the blade frequency nas tI.>en considered to yield an effective Q of three. 
This effective fj of three $las then used in the analysis of the few points 
on the medium speed when the stall cell formation broke down into unsteady 
flow pulsation. 

3.3 Rotating stall cell fluctuations rls .=w.*_w* ,__ ,* _ . * _ s, . -- . . _~_. -. 

i:hen rotating stall cell s mere present the harmonic content of the 
floxr fluctuation was fairly accurately known so that the effective 'Qc for 
the first and second stall cell orders could readily be calculated as 
stated in paragraph 20. The 6, assumed at resonance, was taken as ten 
from another test upon a blade of similar weight, frequency, aerodynamic 
design and root fixing. 

4.0 kerodpamic considerations - 1 ,- s-z -s.s- *wj ~%~--~-~~^.2~~-= 

Since the aerodynamic response of the rotor blade to flow fluctua- 
tion is unknown, the factor Ii>' is unknown; we have therefore to assume 
suitable values. '/here the first stage is badly stalled at and below 
34 per cent design speed an arbitrary value of ten is assumed, "here 
the rotor blade only partially stalled we shall assume that the vector 
mean angle is effectively unchanged. i!ith this latter condition P 
becomes equal to 2. 

The whole approximate analysis can then be tritten - 
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where Ag = alternating blade stress 

'1= steady gas bending stress 

nv = fluctuation, in mean aerial velocity 

Q' z effective stress magrlification 

W.F = weighting factor 

d(tanu, -tan%) 
P = ratio between different&l coefficients 

d (tan a%> 

U = mean diameter rotational speed 

Kp = s-pxific heat at constant pressure 

AT = stage temperature rise 
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